Marion County’s Telecom Modernization Slashes Costs by 68%

IP Office Implementation Introduces Popular Features, Pays for Itself in One Year

Every public sector organization strives to stretch its taxpayers’ dollars, and Marion County, Iowa is no exception. As its unified communications system approached the end of its useful life, the Marion County IT department searched for ways to decrease costs while introducing modern features like voicemail-to-email integration and short-digit interoffice dialing to its approximately 200 county employees.

In recent decades, one particularly irksome problem had developed: country departments, even some located in the same building, had over time acquired a grab-bag of different phone systems, resulting in a hodge-podge of technology silos that did not integrate well together. For example, if someone called the courthouse but needed the treasurer’s office, there was no way to transfer the caller.

Marion County knew that it needed true unified communications if it wanted to increase interoffice communication and better serve the citizenry. At the same time, the IT team wanted to mindfully keep a lid on operational and maintenance demands. On the budget side, the County also wanted to choose a platform that would allow it to get the largest
“bang-for-the-buck” for its taxpayers’ dollars. Lastly, it was important to put in a system that would continue to meet the County’s needs well into the future. For that, Marion County chose the Avaya IP Office™ Platform.

Finding a True Unified Communications Solution

At the outset, IT Director Andrew DeHaan was tasked with spending taxpayer funds prudently while, still finding an effective solution for the county. Because the unified communications system upgrade would occur in parallel with a network infrastructure upgrade, Marion County searched for a Voice over IP (VoIP) system to take full advantage of SIP. The team designed the new network to replace CAT cabling that literally crumbled when the ground shook during construction projects, then started taking bids for the infrastructure upgrade and unified communications system. While several solutions were presented by different vendors, Marion County ultimately chose Avaya IP Office.

Avaya IP Office includes the features Marion County wanted to introduce, including voicemail, conferencing, and voicemail-to-email features. The call recording functions would be useful for the county attorney’s office and having all the county’s phones on one system would make call transferring as simple as pressing a button – and remove the need for a costly third-party solution to bridge the gap between locations. Additionally, introducing twinning and mobility to county officials, particularly those that travel between locations, was an attractive bonus.

While other solutions had some similar features, Avaya IP Office stood out due to how easy it would be to manage the system. “It was very clear to us that the management interface had a mature feel to it, and you could tell that a lot of thought had gone into the design of the interface,” DeHaan recalls.

Challenges

- Modernize and consolidate telecommunications system
- Improve methods for citizens to reach specific departments
- Increase interoffice communication
- Reduce costs
“We love the new Avaya platform. The ability to send all of our calls around our different departments both locally here at the courthouse and also our external offices has been a major timesaver and benefit to our citizens. The cost savings have been another huge advantage to the new system.”

- Jake Grandia, Marion County Auditor

The other appeal came from the popularity of Avaya IP Office among area resellers. While DeHaan and the team have no plans to change resellers, should they need to, plenty of vendors within a 30-mile radius support Avaya products.

“The proliferation among the industry was a big differentiator because we could find any number of vendors to support us if we ran into problems,” DeHaan notes.

Minimum Implementation Downtime, Maximum Functionality Improvement

With the infrastructure upgrade complete, Marion County began implementing Avaya IP Office in phases. The team started with the main courthouse, then moved to satellite offices, the senior center, and other county locations. The toughest phase proved to be the sheriff’s office; cutover needed to cause the least amount of disruption and occur during a slow period. The installation and cutover went smoothly for each location, minimizing downtime for even the sheriff’s office. Additionally, because the Avaya systems are similar to the former Nortel systems, Marion County could minimize the learning curve and get users up to speed quickly.

Users noticed improvements in functionality immediately. Right away, the county attorney’s office appreciated the voicemail-to-email capabilities, as well as call recording. All departments were pleased with voicemail, something that the old system did not support for everyone, as well as how easy it was to manage the auto attendant and call transfers. Now, instead of making constituents hang up and dial again, county employees easily can transfer callers to the correct department.

“We love the new Avaya platform. The ability to send all of our calls around our different departments both locally here at the courthouse and also our external offices has been a major timesaver and benefit to our citizens,” says Jake Grandia, Marion County Auditor. “The cost savings have been another huge advantage to the new system.”
Additionally, Avaya IP Office has allowed Marion County to refine its auto attendants. An internet search will turn up which number is listed for a department, such as the assessor’s office. If the listed number isn’t correct, the IT team can tailor the auto attendant to route the caller to the correct department.

“One of our main business goals was to get constituents to the right place within the first 20 seconds of their call, and have them talking to a human in 30 seconds,” says DeHaan. “We’ve significantly improved that time thanks to Avaya IP Office and auto attendants.”

Increasing Safety – and Peace of Mind

Marion County’s IT team also added a feature to bring peace of mind and improve safety for county employees: a panic button on every phone. Previously, a legacy radio-based panic system would alert dispatch at the sheriff’s office, and dispatch would have to radio to the on-premise security guard. However, it was difficult to pinpoint which panic button had been hit. In a county office where disgruntled constituents may become agitated over an issue they feel strongly about, individual panic buttons that alert the sheriff to the exact location of the disruption and allow the sheriff’s office to listen in can improve response time and minimize the likelihood of a situation spiraling out of control. Additionally, eliminating the radio-based system, which required frequent maintenance, has improved productivity and decreased costs for the IT team.

Drastic Cost Savings for Taxpayers

In addition to eliminating costly systems that required significant maintenance, Marion County has seen a dramatic decrease in telecommunications costs due to Avaya IP Office. The previous system cost at least $2,500 per month for telephone service alone. Now, after switching to SIP and a VoIP system, Marion County spends less than $800 per month – a 68 percent savings.

“The telecommunications system paid for itself in a little over a year,” DeHaan says.

Marion County continues to reap benefits from Avaya IP Office. In one instance, the emergency phone in one elevator was receiving calls from a fax machine. Using the tools in Avaya IP Office, the team could identify the phone number and block it.

Avaya IP Office also helps the IT team schedule its maintenance windows. For example, when working with the sheriff’s department, it needed to identify the slowest times of day for calls. The tools in the solution, including call tracking, help them find time that will cause minimal disruption to departments.

As Marion County continues to roll out features, including mobility features, the county expects Avaya’s experience and staying power to help them continue to improve constituent service. “Avaya brings a lot of maturity to the industry,” says DeHaan. “It’s been a really good working relationship and a brand we trust.”

“Avaya brings a lot of maturity to the industry. You can see that they have thought out how to make the software easily manageable.”

– Andrew DeHaan, IT Director, Marion County
About Marion County, Iowa

Some say Marion County, Iowa was named for a pioneer who was a favorite character among early settlers. It could also have been named for Francis Marion, American commander in the Revolutionary War. The popularity of the name is attested by the 17 counties in the U.S. of that name. Marion County, Iowa, was formally organized in 1845, and Knoxville was chosen as the county seat. Today, 33,000 people call Marion County home.